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Distorted Self-Portraits

The Daydream Selfie

Do you ever daydream? What do you think
Look at yourself in the mirror. What do you
about? Cut out a black and white picture
see? Now put on your "distortion glasses".
of yourself and glue it to the bottom of a
Whoa... is that a THIRD eye? Wait a minute, do
larger piece of paper. Using art materials
you have a mouth on your forehead and one
of
your choice, draw a large bubble above
ear is on upside-down?! Create a portrait
your
head and fill it with pictures of things
loosely based on the real *you* in the mirror
you find yourself
aboutin ayour
lot.Life
but all mixed up!
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Need a challenge?
Fill the space with words too!

Silhouette Self-Portrait
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Have a family member outline your silhouette.
Tape a piece of paper to the wall behind you,
stand sideways in front of your paper, and shine
a light on you casting a shadow on the paper. Fill
in the positive space inside of the silhouette
outline with drawings or collages of the people,
places, and things that represent you.

Personal Collage:

Name in Nature: Photography Scavenger Hunt
Find items that are meaningful to you that you've
held on to throughout the years. Consider flat
On a sunny day, search for the letters of your
objects such as old drawings, cut out letters,
name in objects from nature. Maybe a stick looks
photos and magazine pictures, text from a favorite like the letter "Y", a rock looks like the letter "O", a
book, candy wrappers, awards (you may want to worm looks like the letter "S", etc. Photograph each
use copies of those), cartoons, ticket stubs, and
nature object separately and flip through your
stickers. Arrange the items and glue them onto a camera to see your name spelled out. If you can,
piece of paper or cardboard making a balanced print each letter and collage them onto a new piece
composition.
of paper to spell your entire name.
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If I were a…
Make a picture of you in a costume
that represents you. Are you a
mermaid like Julián is? Are you a
princess? Are you a super hero? Are
you a robot? Are you a....? Create a
drawing, painting, collage or mixed
media of yourself transformed.

Who
Am I?
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B ooks
Anywhere Artist by Nikki Slade Robinson
Emily's Blue Period By Cathleen Daly
I Can Change The World Personalized Book by Jennifer Dewing

I Have an Idea by Herve Tullet
Julián is a Mermaid by Jessica Love
Just Behave Pablo Picasso by Kevin Hawkes

check it out
Try some additional fun online activities
on the PCSD resource web page!

